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1: The death of Netscape Navigator â€“ ParallelThoughts
New Perspectives on Netscape Navigator Introductory (New Perspectives Series) [Patrick Carey, Sandra E. Poindexter]
on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Part of our New Perspectives Series, this text
offers a case-oriented, problem-solving approach to navigating the Internet using this popular browser.

Instead, think about an encyclopediaâ€”one with unlimited, graphically rich pages, connections to E-mail and
files, and access to Internet newsgroups and online shopping. The first meeting between Clark and Andreessen
was never truly about a software or service like Netscape, but more about a product that was similar to
Nintendo. Marc Andreessen explains, "If they had shipped a year earlier, we probably would have done that
instead of Netscape. Within four months of its release, it had already taken three-quarters of the browser
market. However, the need to project a more "professional" image especially towards corporate clients led to
this being removed. The Netscape web browser interface was identical on any computer. Netscape later
experimented with prototypes of a web-based system which would enable users to access and edit their files
anywhere across a network, no matter what computer or operating system they happened to be using. This did
not escape the attention of Microsoft , which viewed the commoditization of operating systems as a direct
threat to its bottom line, i. It is alleged that several Microsoft executives visited the Netscape campus in June
to propose dividing the market an allegation denied by Microsoft and, if true, would have breached antitrust
laws , which would have allowed Microsoft to produce web browser software for Windows while leaving all
other operating systems to Netscape. Microsoft released version 1. Microsoft quickly released several
successive versions of Internet Explorer, bundling them with Windows, never charging for them, financing
their development and marketing with revenues from other areas of the company. This period of time became
known as the browser wars , in which Netscape Communicator and Internet Explorer added many new
features and went through many version numbers not always in a logical fashion in attempts to outdo each
other. Netscape could not compete with this strategy. Meanwhile, Netscape faced increasing criticism for the
bugs in its products; critics claimed that the company suffered from " featuritis " â€” putting a higher priority
on adding new features than on making them work properly. This was particularly true with Netscape
Navigator 2, which was only on the market for five months in early before being replaced by Netscape
Navigator 3. Later, former Netscape executives Mike Homer and Peter Currie described the period as "hectic
and crazy" and that the company was undone by factors both internal and external. Netscape publicly released
the source code of Netscape Communicator 4. It placed this code under the Netscape Public License , which
was similar to the GNU General Public License but allowed Netscape to continue to publish proprietary work
containing the publicly released code. However, after having released the Communicator 4. It eventually
became clear that the Communicator 4. Instead, the open source development shifted to a next-generation
browser built from scratch. Using the newly built Gecko layout engine , this browser had a much more
modular architecture than Communicator 4. The slogan for this open sourcing effort, "Free The Lizard",
carried comedic sexual overtones. Acquisition by America Online[ edit ] This section needs additional
citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. Version 5 was skipped. It was not until August that Netscape 6. A
year later came Netscape 7. Disbanding[ edit ] During the acquisition of Netscape by AOL, joint development
and marketing of Netscape software products would occur through the Sun-Netscape Alliance. The software,
in the newly branded iPlanet, included "messaging and calendar, collaboration, web, application, directory,
and certificate servers", as well as "production-ready applications for e-commerce, including commerce
exchange, procurement, selling, and billing. Most of the programmers were laid-off, and the Netscape logo
was removed from the building. However, the Netscape 7. DevEdge was an important resource for
Internet-related technologies, maintaining definitive documentation on the Netscape browser, documentation
on associated technologies like HTML and JavaScript, and popular articles written by industry and technology
leaders such as Danny Goodman. Some content from DevEdge has been republished at the Mozilla website.
After the Sun acquisition by Oracle in January , Oracle continued to sell iPlanet branded applications, which
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originated from Netscape. Final release of the browser[ edit ] Netscape logo â€”, still used in some portals The
Netscape brand name continued to be used extensively. The company once again had its own programming
staff devoted to the development and support for the series of web browsers. A new version of the Netscape
browser, Netscape Navigator 9 , based on Firefox 2, was released in October It featured a green and grey
interface. In November , IE had These additional features were included in the final version of Netscape
Navigator 9 version 9.
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New Perspectives on the Internet Using Netscape Navigator Software -- Introductory [Sharon Caswell] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This is the second of a set of three texts introducing
students to the world of the Internet, using Netscape in four tutorials.

Select whether you need Internet Explorer to open with the current A Web program is programming that you
keep running on your PC to make it fill in as a Web customer. PCs that are associated with the Internet and
that contain documents that their proprietors have made accessible open through their Internet associations are
called Web servers. HTML utilizes codes, or labels, that advise the Web program programming how to show
the content contained in the content record. Hypertext joins hyperlinks or connections can interface HTML
records together and can likewise associate one a player in a HTML archive to different areas of that report.
An area name is a one of a kind name connected with a particular IP address by a system that keeps running
on an Internet host PC. This project, which organizes the IP locations and area names for all PCs connected to
it, is called DNS space name framework programming. The host PC that runs this product is known as a space
name server. The last a portion of area name is called its top-level space TLD. Utilize the Back catch and the
Forward catch to travel through the history list. Utilize the Refresh catch on Internet Explorer and Reload
catch in Navigator to stack the same Web page that shows up in the program dowager once more. Utilize the
Stop catch to prematurely end an exchange when you unintentionally click a hyperlink that you would prefer
not to take after. Sort the URL of the area that you need to go to. Click Favorites on the menu bar, and after
that snap Organize Favorites. Click the envelope under which you need to include the new organizer. Click the
Create Folder catch. Sort the name of the new envelope and after that press the Enter key. Drag the most loved
that you need to move into the new envelope. Click the Close catch. Click Back on the easy route menu. Click
the General tab. Select whether you need Internet Explorer to open with the present page as its default page or
a clear page by tapping the comparing catch in the Home page area. Click the OK catch. Click the Print catch
on the Standard Buttons toolbar to print with the default print settings. On the other hand Click File on the
menu bar and after that snap Print. Select the printer you need to utilize and demonstrate the pages you need to
print and the quantity of duplicates. Open the Web page in Internet Explorer Click File on the menu bar and
after that snap Save As Click the Save in rundown bolt and afterward select the drive that contains your plate
Accept the default filename, or change the filename, yet hold the augmentation. Click Bookmarks on the
Personal toolbar, and after that snap Manage Bookmarks. Click File on the menu bar and after that snap New
Folder. Erase the default content in the Create a New Folder named content box and after that sort another
envelope name. Open the page that you need a bookmark in Navigator. Click Bookmarks on the menu bar and
after that snap File Bookmark. Sort an elucidating name in the case. Select the organizer in which you need so
spare the bookmark. Click Edit on the menu bar and after that snap Preferences. Click Navigator in the
Category list. In the Home page area , click a choice catch to show whether you need Navigator to open with
the present page or a record. To determine a landing page, utilize the Choose Home Page discourse box to
discover a HTML archive or sort the URL or filename of the page you need to use as your default landing
page in the Location box. Netscape Help Window Figure Recommended.
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Get this from a library! New perspectives on the Internet using Netscape Navigator software. [Sandra E Poindexter].

These programs introduced many to the browser concept and 20 years later, Google still lists 3,, references to
PC Hypertext. Dvorak says pre-dated Wiki by many years. Additionally, the Lynx a very early web-based
browser development history notes their project origin was based on the browser concepts from Neil Larson
and Maxthink. Another early browser, Silversmith, was created by John Bottoms in At the time SGML was
used exclusively for the formatting of printed documents. Silversmith included an integrated indexer, full text
searches, hypertext links between images text and sound using SGML tags and a return stack for use with
hypertext links. These include capabilities such as the ability to restrict searches within document structures,
searches on indexed documents using wild cards and the ability to search on tag attribute values and attribute
names. Starting in , Peter Scott and Earle Fogel expanded the earlier HyperRez concept in creating Hytelnet
which added jumps to telnet sites This application for a keyboardless touch screen browser for consumers also
makes reference to "navigating and searching text" and "bookmarks" was aimed at quotes paraphrased
"replacing books", "storing a shopping list" "have an updated personalised newspaper updated round the
clock", "dynamically updated maps for use in a car" and suggests such a device could have a "profound effect
on the advertising industry". The patent was canned by Digital as too futuristic and, being largely hardware
based, had obstacles to market that purely software driven approaches did not suffer from. Berners-Lee
recruited Nicola Pellow , a math student intern working at CERN, to write the Line Mode Browser a
cross-platform web browser that displayed web-pages on old terminals and was released in May When
released on 8 June it was one of the first graphical web browsers, and the first to run on Windows: This was an
intentional design decision on both parts, as the graphics support in early browsers was intended for displaying
charts and graphs associated with technical papers while the user scrolled to read the text, while Mosaic was
trying to bring multimedia content to non-technical users. Mosaic and browsers derived from it had a user
option to automatically display images inline or to show an icon for opening in external programs. Netscape
released its flagship Navigator product in October , and it took off the next year. Following the release of
version 1. This began what is known as the " browser wars " in which Microsoft and Netscape competed for
the Web browser market. Early web users were free to choose among the handful of web browsers available,
just as they would choose any other applicationâ€” web standards would ensure their experience remained
largely the same. The browser wars put the Web in the hands of millions of ordinary PC users, but showed
how commercialization of the Web could stymie standards efforts. Both Microsoft and Netscape liberally
incorporated proprietary extensions to HTML in their products, and tried to gain an edge by product
differentiation, leading to a web by the late s where only Microsoft or Netscape browsers were viable
contenders. Netscape was purchased by America Online in late Please update this article to reflect recent
events or newly available information. October At first, the Mozilla project struggled to attract developers, but
by , it had evolved into a relatively stable and powerful internet suite. Also in , a spinoff project that would
eventually become the popular Firefox was released. Firefox was always downloadable for free from the start,
as was its predecessor, the Mozilla browser. In , Microsoft announced that Internet Explorer would no longer
be made available as a separate product but would be part of the evolution of its Windows platform, and that
no more releases for the Macintosh would be made. AOL announced that it would retire support and
development of the Netscape web browser in February In early , Microsoft reversed its decision to release
Internet Explorer as part of Windows, announcing that a standalone version of Internet Explorer was under
development. Opera was first released in It was a popular choice in handheld devices, particularly mobile
phones, but remains a niche player in the PC Web browser market. The Lynx browser remains popular for
Unix shell users and with vision impaired users due to its entirely text-based nature. There are also several
text-mode browsers with advanced features, such as w3m , Links which can operate both in text and graphical
mode , and the Links forks such as ELinks. Relationships of browsers[ edit ] A number of web browsers have
been derived and branched from source code of earlier versions and products. Web browsers by year[ edit ] A
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rough estimate of usage share by percent of layout engines of web browsers as of Q2 , see usage share of web
browsers. Timeline of web browsers This is a table of personal computer web browsers by year of release of
major version. The increased growth of the Internet in the s and s means that current browsers with small
market shares have more total users than the entire market early on.
4: History of the web browser - Wikipedia
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